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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

  
 
New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

  
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

  
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

  
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
 
2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

  
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
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BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan — More than a half-century ago, the launch site here
became the first place to send humans into space. It is still our main route to the
heavens, at least for now. 
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3-15-2019 Highway system for city biking, ramps just like the LA freeways
through old town Key West high above the 'Captains LookOut' for ships coming into
Key West. 
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It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle Train instead of
a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money... 
 
 
 
The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train. 
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3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 NY Times editors write heading into 'oblivion' is heading into 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Time for new editors! 
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3-15-2019 Boeing, he said, was an “incredible company” and would find and fix the
problem. But in the meantime, he said, “I felt it was important both psychologically
and in a lot of ways” to ground the planes. Fix for the NASA Trump Shuttle Train,
100's of Challengers in the NASA Trump Shuttle Train was killed for Carriers and
USS Jimmy Carter Subs. Trump he told The New York Times in 1989, vowing, with
characteristic immodesty, to create “the best transportation system of any kind in
the entire world.” 100's of Carriers and Subs and not one NASA Super Shuttle
Train, psychologically and in a lot of ways to destroy the Earth and end Exodus
into NASA's new Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. In the fall of 1989, and Iraq’s
invasion of Kuwait caused oil prices to spike the next summer. Mr. Trump looked
for ways to kill NASA. 
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3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 NY Times editors write heading into 'oblivion' is heading into 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Time for new editors! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Exxon/Mobil BP Oil are incredible companies and would find the fix for
Exhaust Pollution Plague killing millions in 2019 but I feel it's important both
psychologically and in a lot of ways to end gas stations world wide for the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's! People who have worked with Mr. Trump said his knowledge of
aviation reflected someone who had owned private planes — first a 727 and later a
757 — but little more than that. His older brother, Fred Trump Jr., was a pilot
for Trans World Airlines and married a flight attendant. But Mr. Trump channeled
his passion into real estate gas stations selling 1 million to China. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Trump invented the second front wheel with Kim, then walked out... 
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3-15-2019 Tech Firm in Steele Dossier May Have Been Used by Russian Spies;
CIA Spies, Russian spies Dossier on the specs of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's just
from 2019. Wars are Pink Cancer, Star Wars Exodus, Contact with Jewish Aliens
in our Times, $777 Trillion will pay for the Freedom Towers Medical School Prince
Salman flew into on 9/11. Terrible history of bone saw murders going back to 9/11
Mecca bans whips in 2019 after the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca. How to Protect Manhattan from Oil's Nuclear War over another $777
Trillion. Greed is same as Mecca's riches beyond belief spies are viewing close up
like fiery wrecks they drive by without stopping to end gas stations. Open the air
lock to clean air in all the world capitals, send in the Doctors to treat millions from
Exhaust driven by Prince Salman and his inner circle. 700 Beheading are going to
be streamed in secret on Facebook with Prince Salman Cheering the Moslem Mob.
Mobs of Gas Station Owners watch!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, Spies
die from cancers and cardiac arrest by the millions. 9.5 million in 2019 and all the
Oil God's do is count their monies going to MIT War Toys, newest Carriers that
are not Hospital ships like Freedom Towers and Hudson Yards are Not Medical
Schools. Did Cheney with a heart transplant kill anyone of the 9.5 million? Heart
Transplants at Freedom Towers and Hudson Yards were not sold by the NY Times
editors who really do need a Heart Transplant by Gina. Yes it will hurt, grin.
Hudson Yards presented the city with a grand opportunity to remake Manhattan’s
West Side. But what has arrived? A review of the most ambitious private
development in New York in a century without a Doctor in the Yards. iMac's @
$18,384 at every Hudson Yards Starbucks with Genius Tutors. 1 Click Amazon links
to 1,001 IP invention project and $500 Million dollars IBM Summit Kim and Trump
left empty of inventors. By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 
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3-15-2019 "How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter? Certain
kinds of students — but not the privileged and the wealthy — benefit greatly from
a selective university." By KEVIN CAREY By Kevin Carey how much would it matter
if Freedom Towers was a Medical School along with a $25 Billion dollar Medical
school at Hudson Yards. Steve Jobs and Small Fry along with Ivanka will tell us in
a Amazon Book. How many had a Heart Transplant who were not heads of the
Pentagon? Will todays head of the Pentagon need a Heart Transplant, will it be
that much better than Cheney's? On Politics: Senate Rejects Trump’s National
Emergency, Ivanka's National Emergency is the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks
that cures all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancer in 8 days and cost several trillion
more than Dad's Wall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 In History this is what started the Nuclear War that Flew into
Manhattan from... "Trump Administration Warns Venezuela Not to Arrest
Opposition Leader." Prince Salman sent a Bone Saw. Volkswagen C.E.O., After
Echoing $777 trillion in oil revenues is a lot of money, riches beyond belief even
for Berlin. BERLIN with gas stations in Times when there should not be any gas
stations on Earth, Yes this is a war crime again! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Nuclear War History On Earth, the Nuclear Family of Generals,
Admirals, Top Brass; "He kept a low profile not just in his business dealings but in
his Staten Island neighborhood. Yet he met the same bloody fate as many of his
predecessors on Wednesday night, gunned down in the street outside his brick
home in a brazen killing that recalled the mob wars of decades past." Wars of
decades past... 
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3-15-2019 We want to read what Matt thinks of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's;
"Matt Farwell, an Army veteran and author of “American Cipher,” has a lot to say
about the war in Afghanistan and the way the country treated Bergdahl." By
LAUREN KATZENBERG 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-15-2019 
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 
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‘The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" By JESSICA
FRANCIS KANE 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer,
win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
updated to 2019 Specs! 
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The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius... 
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 
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Goose steals every scene he’s in and has been the marketing department’s secret
weapon, used to sell the film to every cat lady in America. He’s worth the price of
admission alone. Flerken look like normal house-cats, but in reality are from the
alternate reality Earth-58163. She thinks the cat is just a domesticated house
cat, but it turns out to be a Flerken. 

  
 
 
The new “Captain Marvel” film revises this uncomfortable bit of history as part of
the character’s introduction. The female-led, Carol Danvers version of the comic —
first called “Ms. Marvel” — wasn’t introduced until the late 1970s, as a girlfriend
of the now-deceased Captain Marvel. The “Captain” moniker wasn’t officially given
to her until 2012, after the MCU was well established at Disney and the company
most likely looking for a female hero who could carry her own feature film. In the
new movie, Marv-Vell is still a Kree character who dies and in death helps Danvers
gain new powers. But in this retelling Marv-Vell is played by Annette Bening, and is
more of a boss/mentor figure. But while “Captain Marvel” isn't exactly shattering
glass ceilings, neither does it minimize the female experience. Danvers (Brie
Larson), now rechristened “Vers,” is a member of an elite squad called Starforce
fighting to protect the Kree homeworld from the Skrulls, a dangerous and
shapeshifting rival race. She has no memory of her life on Earth, until a mission
under her commander Yon-Rogg (Jude Law) goes sideways. Vers is kidnapped by a
Skrull named Talos (Ben Mendelsohn); attempting to escape his clutches, Vers
crashes back down to Earth. From there it becomes a tale of Vers trying to
unwrap the mystery of her former life, and how she gained her mysterious powers,
aided by a young S.H.I.E.L.D. agent named Nicholas Fury. Oscar-winner Larson
grounds the film, bringing the right kind of energy to the role of a hero who is
struggling to remember her heroic origins before it’s too late. Her chemistry, brain
chemistry dialog would have been brainstoring at this point in the Movie. The real
star of the movie may be Goose the cat, though, played by four felines along with
some strategic photorealistic CGI. Goose steals every scene he’s in and has been
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the marketing department’s secret weapon, used to sell the film to every cat lady
in America. He’s worth the price of admission alone. Flerken look like normal
house-cats, but in reality are from the alternate reality Earth-58163. She thinks
the cat is just a domesticated house cat, but it turns out to be a Flerken. 

  
 
 
 
https://liviongames.com/captain-marvels-cat-goose-explained/ 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Star Wars Disney Movies and yesterday I saw ‘Captain Marvel’ Became a Target,
the Rules Changed to how did they invent the gravity engine in Star Wars. Goose
the Cat as a Alien was almost the best part of Captain Marvel but she did come
back from the dead and Thor was still invincible as Gas Engine Cars. Captain
Marvel at Blockbuster she was not pulling into the gas station in Miami being held
up. Brie Larson in “Captain Marvel.” has GF's who have been beaten and robbed at
a gas station yet this was censored out of the Movie by Marvel top brass on orders
from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Blockbuster was a poor scene compared to Larson
at the gas station hold up in Miami. Better than Disney political gas scenes cut for
oil times. Goose the Cat's last scene in the movie and the cat refused to lick the
attackers, so they were taken POW. Who wrote this should be fired. Goose the
Cat was a great fighter... ha. Larson working so many scenes and no dialog about
what to invent or how it was invented lost many viewers any ideas to invent
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something. Larson helping us get to Sirius needed to put a Sirius and Human's
scene into the Movie too. Home Alone was not a alien movie but could have been.
84 Lashes given by someone who looks like Prince Salman to make the Captain more
American Hero than supporter of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Larson's driving in Saudi
Arabia in the Next Movie too. Scene from China's Alien Ships were cut... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle
Train instead of a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money... 
 
 
 
The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle
Train instead of a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money... 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact that bicycles have had
on mankind. Paved roads were made for cyclists, not drivers, one author has
argued. The Times’s Natalie Angier wrote, “Bicycles also gave birth to our national
highway system.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Highway system for city biking, ramps just like the LA freeways
through old town Key West high above the 'Captains LookOut' for ships coming into
Key West. 
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3-14-2019 Buy a Nobel in Medicine in five-years, full-service package of IP
invention projects consulting from a company in New York City called Ivy Coach 1
Click Amazon IP invention projects with Genius Tutors, specs and 1 Click Links.
Hacked 4 trillion Rx Recipes will go into your girl scout cookies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike by the Court
House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves with cable
cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted Sun Tike
that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and front wheel's
100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way it's not Star
Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet... just taste the
Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the sand witches,
grin! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the American meritocracy is
totally illegal, immoral, and a war crime when they drive the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan. Prosecutors portrayed Mr. Salman as a
heartless schemer who would stop at nothing to collect oil money riches beyond
belief at $777 Trillion dollars. $$$ “The wheels of justice turn very slowly, and we
always had confidence that ultimately this day would come,” Jew Hero at the
Wheels of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will Drive into Mecca and confiscate $777
Trillion dollars for the Jews. This is not a Trump gift to the Jews, grin $$$. 
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3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the Americans; Prince Salman
facing a bone saw arrest and trial, at some point in the future all his anger and
rage may result in something bad happening. In one of his final acts before being
arrested calls to Trump for a Pardon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Millions of Saudi Students at Yale and Harvard, Oxford since the
invention of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Cynicism toward American higher
education at a time when elite college admissions are already 90 Saudi and Qatar
Students on Campus with spending money for women and sex. Harvard Graduate
School of Education who has written about the “extreme pressure” the college
admissions race can put on students and families censoring out Prince Salman. $777
Trillion; Mr. Taylor of Ivy Coach agreed that even after a $10 million gift, a
student’s application would not be greeted with “no questions asked.” Prince Salman
who pleaded guilty on Tuesday to charges of racketeering, money laundering and
obstruction of justice and 100's of bone saw murders. Said no one gets caught on
their first bone saw murder. Alan Blinder, Jennifer Medina and Tiffany Hsu
contributed reporting. By Alan Blinder, Jennifer Medina and Tiffany Hsu
contributed reporting... but for the Dr. Prince Salman Jr. MD at Yale, Harvard,
Oxford. Prince Salman facing a bone saw arrest and trial, at some point in the
future all his anger and rage may result in something bad happening. In one of his
final acts before being arrested calls to Trump for a Pardon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the American meritocracy is
totally illegal, immoral, and a war crime when they drive the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan. Inside the Pricey, Totally Legal World of
College Consultants there are no iMac and Amazon Genius Tutors for 1,001 1 Click
invention projects. While lawbreaking in the sector is rare, the use of money to oil
the gears of the American meritocracy is not. By DANA GOLDSTEIN and JACK
HEALY 
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3-14-2019 SAT or ACT are from a George Orwell 1984 Nobel not the Hemingway
House iMac Writing Class with a $500 million dollar Summit from IBM at your SAT
or ACT summit for invention projects in every page and every chapter. How many
Windmills in "Animal Farm?" -254 C super conductivity questions about Star Wars.
Star Wars Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway House Writing class tells you
how the gravity engine and 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
call was invented. Not your Disney Movie with no Gravity Engine Tips to invent it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Star Wars Disney Movies and yesterday I saw ‘Captain Marvel’ Became
a Target, the Rules Changed to how did they invent the gravity engine in Star
Wars. Goose the Cat as a Alien was almost the best part of Captain Marvel but
she did come back from the dead and Thor was still invincible as Gas Engine Cars.
Captain Marvel at Blockbuster she was not pulling into the gas station in Miami
being held up. Brie Larson in “Captain Marvel.” has GF's who have been beaten and
robbed at a gas station yet this was censored out of the Movie by Marvel top
brass on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Blockbuster was a poor scene
compared to Larson at the gas station hold up in Miami. Better than Disney
political gas scenes cut for oil times. Goose the Cat's last scene in the movie and
the cat refused to lick the attackers, so they were taken POW. Who wrote this
should be fired. Goose the Cat was a great fighter... ha. Larson working so many
scenes and no dialog about what to invent or how it was invented lost many viewers
any ideas to invent something. Larson helping us get to Sirius needed to put a
Sirius and Human's scene into the Movie too. Home Alone was not a alien movie but
could have been. 84 Lashes given by someone who looks like Prince Salman to make
the Captain more American Hero than supporter of Saudi Arabia and Qatar.
Larson's driving in Saudi Arabia in the Next Movie too. Scene from China's Alien
Ships were cut... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 "The police, who initially thought it was an accidental death, did not
immediately dust for fingerprints, or collect DNA. Nor did they secure items in
the bathroom for evidence. They took no notes and spoke to only a few neighbors.
They never searched Mr. Covlin’s apartment or the building’s common areas for
evidence. They even allowed the family’s rabbi to clean the bathroom with
peroxide, eliminating any evidence of blood. Mr. Gottlieb said in closing arguments
on Monday there was no way to determine who murdered his client’s wife, largely
because detectives botched the investigation." But as suspicions grew regarding Mr.
Covlin, the family had her body exhumed, and in April 2010, a medical examiner
determined she had been strangled, her neck squeezed with such force it fractured
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the hyoid bone, causing bleeding in her right eye." 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Poor Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR; "Critic Who
Exposed China’s Muslim Camps is Detained, Even Across the Border" By AUSTIN
RAMZY Jew Hero who Drove the 2019 WindmillCAR was targeted by US Jets... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 "Gina needs to be made the Director of Violence Against Women Act"
By EMILY COCHRANE Violence Against Women Today pulling into the Miami, Cuba
gas station will not be News at the NY Times or Washington post ever! Trumps
theatrical approach tends to dazzle fans, but it has alarmed experts who worry
that the president’s analog behavior has failed to signal to Americans which
technological ideas they should be excited about — or which they should be worried
about. Mary Trump beaten and robbed in Queens today. Gina would have thousands
of CIA agents in Queens tonight and Mary Trump would be rescued, tomorrow night
Brooklyn and the Bronx then the world of Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Gina would
arrest Robert Kennedy Jr and the Judge he bought to hang his wife in the Kennedy
Barn. iHome Cams with alarms for the cops in the next room. Technology
Innovation at the Brookings Institution, gave us our current violence against women
men. Violence literate when the NY Times will not let Dr. Lisa Sanders write up
Art of the Diagnosis on Violence against women. Case histories are private like 4
Trillion Rx Recipes. CIA technology used in the war on Violence against women. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 25 Yale Key West Hospital Ships, many bigger than carriers. "Trump
After all, this is the same president who said the Navy should get rid of an
electromagnetic catapult system on a new aircraft carrier and replace it with an
old one that used steam." The Navy used $777 Trillion in Oil Money from Prince
Salman to build the worlds newest and Biggest Carriers, and none are Hospital
Ships. WHO at the UN didn't make the NY Times in their comments about this
waste of money and cost in lives lost. "Seventy-six years ago, the aircraft carrier
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was crippled by Japanese torpedoes. "A team of researchers just tracked it down,
14,000 feet below sea level. Here’s how." By JOHN ISMAY Aboard a 250-foot-
long research vessel called the Petrel, originally built for servicing oil fields, a
group of explorers, historians, divers and submersible pilots have been combing the
South Pacific for the graves of American warships like the Wasp since 2017.
Funded by Paul Allen, a co-founder of Microsoft" "Paul Allen’s original goal was to
find the U.S.S. Indianapolis, a heavy cruiser sunk by a Japanese submarine during
World War II. While many of the ship’s crew members survived the torpedo
attack, hundreds died from exposure, drowning or shark attacks while awaiting
rescue. Allen’s crew found the Indianapolis in August 2017. Since Allen’s death
from non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, his team aboard the Petrel has continued its quest
to find other sunken warships from the war in the Pacific." Paul Allen’s sunken was
ship goal cost millions of USA women a tortured death from Breast-Ovary cancers.
A war crime! "The Hornet was sunk not long after the Wasp, during the Battle of
Santa Cruz on Oct. 26, 1942. The Petrel crew found it too, on the same trip,
resting on the bottom about 400 miles northeast of Guadalcanal. “Some folks say:
‘Why do you want to talk about a wreck? You know you lost that battle,’” Cox
says. “It has to do with the sacrifice, the valor of U.S. sailors." Some folks they
didn't talk to any USA women with Breast Cancer. These are the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ who count on their $777 Trillion from Oil and Win 10. by John Ismay is
a staff writer who covers armed conflict for The New York Times Magazine. He is
based in Washington. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Trumps video conferences for HS kids. Schools Find a New Way to
Combat Student Absences: Washing Machines" By EMILY S. RUEB Yes Emily wrote
washing machines not video conference. Antibiotics window direct from the IBM
Summit super computer simulation not a Kim Trump Summit. Next generation of
antibiotics. A way to speed up the next generation of antibiotics is 1 Click Amazon
links to all antibiotics and a Hemingway House Nobel Novel with antibiotics in every
chapter and does not read like the New England Journal of Medicine but Einstein
and Edison charging up antibiotics in their recipes. Amazon Pulls 2 Books That
Promote Unscientific Autism ‘Cures’ clean air via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. By
TIFFANY HSU 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Why would China build a Train for Saudi Arabia instead of millions of
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for Chinese Citizens? Oil Money and the wrong turn that
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harmed China. "How Our Former Beijing Bureau Chief Found Himself on a Bullet
Train in Saudi Arabia" There was a certain dissonance in the fact that the ruling
Communist Party of China, officially atheist and repressive toward the country’s
Muslims, had helped build a railway connecting the holiest sites in Islam." By
EDWARD WONG 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Prince Salman is also 400 lbs. Tommy Tomlinson, a former columnist
for The Charlotte Observer, addresses the issue in his new book, “The Elephant in
the Room: One Fat Man’s Quest to Get Smaller in a Growing America.” He
examines why he ended up topping 400 pounds, and outlines his plan to get smaller.
Invention Rx Recipe in a Starbucks Skinny Latte will get everyone in the USA
Skinny then Prince Salman will stand out next to Trump at 135 lbs at 6' 3". As for
the heart rate crowd who know we have to use the tread mill a hour a day... there
is a Rx Latte for this. Dr. Eric Topol, a cardiologist and the founder and director
of the Scripps Research Translational Institute, has long heralded this convergence
of technology and medicine. Now, in a new book called “Deep Medicine: How
Artificial Intelligence Can Make Healthcare Human Again,” Dr. Topol explores how
A.I. is likely to transform almost everything that doctors do. AI for Obese
Journalists at the NY Times will alarm them at all their risk of sudden death and
high risk of cancers. Cardiac Arrest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 No there was no iPhone Max or GPS cell phone tracking on who just
drove away... "Francesco Cali, the reputed boss of the Gambino crime family, was
fatally shot outside his home on Staten Island on Wednesday night, a senior police
official said. Mr. Cali, 53, was shot six times, the official said. The police said
they received a report about the shooting outside 25 Hilltop Terrace in the Todt
Hill section of Staten Island around 9:20 p.m. There was also a report of a blue
pickup truck leaving the scene around the time of shooting." 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-14-2019 Athens, Rome, Boeing, Boeing’s 737 Max Causes Concern. To the
danger zone. Of not flying into Orbit for 15 minutes then landing in Paris. Paris
.Elite crashed into their Oil Intellectuals who keep Paris out of the iMac's at
$18,384 on every Paris Starbucks table, cafe conversations are all about Oil in
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Kenya, Nigeria, rest of Africa no one talks about Sirius Jewish Aliens and how to
make contact with their communications. Athens, Rome, Boeing. To the Social
danger zone that built the 737 Max 8 instead of Super Shuttles for NASA that
fly to the Russian Space station and Moon, Mars, on their way to Sirius. The
tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially atheist
and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway connecting
the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9. Thought Police
in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found myself canceling a
plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January in favor of taking
the train. Saudi Arabia had opened a high-speed railway between Medina and
Mecca, the most important pilgrimage sites for Muslims. It ran a total distance of
281 miles. Yes the Chinese watched 700 people beheaded and 1,000 lashed. The
train presented a different glimpse of the complexities of the kingdom. I got into
a taxi and looked back at the pilgrims streaming from 700 people being beheaded in
public just blocks from the Bullet Train build by China. Riches beyond belief 1
Billion in China would have driving the Bullet Ford 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in clean
air. Chinese Thought Police perks are hard on the one's who child has a birth
defect or cancer from Mecca's Exhaust reaching China. 
 
The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train. 
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The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train. 

  
 
 
3-13-2019 U.S. Runs Low on Options to Oust Venezuelan Ruler, barely functioning
hospitals and WHO at the UN is not going to invade Venezuela on orders from
Trump and Mr. Pompeo’s Bone Saw threats against UN MD's. A War Crime by the
US State Dept against the UN. 200,000 from Saudi Arabia are flying into the
USA's functioning Hospitals today under the watchfulness of the State Dept. Free
medical care paid for by Prince Salman too. Barely Functioning State Dept not
ready to Drive Humanity into the Yale Key West Medical School or the Freedom
Tower Medical School. Art of the Diagnosis on State Dept employees who have
died since Kerry you will find many wrongful deaths via misdiagnosis. After Mr.
Pompeo’s order for all American diplomats to leave Caracas, it was unclear what
would happen to the United States Embassy. A “protecting power” would watch over
it. Yale Venezuelan Medical School who will build this, Prince Salman or Ford
WindmillCAR's? Starting in 2020 or when the Ford WindmillCAR's are driven into
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Mecca and Manhattan all State Dept employees must have a MD degree to
influence more care for Nations around the world. End to Trump's Heart Attack
burgers with bacon. This diagnosis echoes in the end of Breast-Ovary cancers in
Venezuela and world wide. Pink ideology of Gina will overwhelm the State Dept.
Achieve its goal in Caracas: Drive the WindmillCAR. Gina is working overtime; Old
Rape Kits Finally Got Tested. 64 Attackers Were Convicted. Venezuela, Seeking
Blame for Blackout, Finds Culprit in Opposition Leader. WHO at the UN will attack
whoever turned off the electricity at all the Hospitals as this is a war crime. Key
West Navy Bombed the Yale Key West Medical School when Greg flew into Key
West on 3-4-2011 the US is buying its time to write this up at the UN.
Massacres in Congo May Be Crimes Against Humanity, U.N. Team Says. Berlin war
crimes trails will use all these UN reports in the Drive to the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 After Soul Searching, Gov. Gavin Newsom Will Halt Executions in
California. Trump and Ivanka have been invited to Mecca for 700 Public
beheading... they will go. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Yale Harvard Bribed in the News on the Front Page of the NY Times.
"Families who are already well-to-do and well connected, but it’s not really a
surprising one. Anyone who knows anything about the cutthroat competition for
precious spots at top-tier schools realizes how ugly and unfair it can be: how many
corners are cut, how many schemes are hatched, how big a role money plays, how
many advantages privilege can buy." 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Taking this Bribe Yale News to the Stars, Secret Swiss Bank Accounts
have been bribes for centuries and the Swiss go along with these illegal bribes that
cause death and harm to Humanity. 
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3-13-2019 These well off families also buy the Judge as Robert Kennedy Jr. did
to Mary before he hanged her in the Kennedy Barn, but it’s not really a surprise to
any one. Charles Dickens was on the front page of the NY Times for trying to hang
his wife with 10 children not just 5 like Mary Kennedy. But what would be
surprising is the NY Times putting Robert Kennedy Jr on the front page - Bought
the Judge for $1 million cash delivered by FedEx. Called Mary told her to go hang
herself in the barn! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Yale Harvard Bribed in the News; It may be legal to pledge $2.5
million to Harvard just as your son is applying — which is what Jared Kushner’s
father did for him — and illegal to bribe a coach to the tune of hundreds of
thousands of dollars, but how much of a difference is there, really? Both elevate
money over accomplishment. Both are ways of cutting in line. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Oxford bribes in the News tomorrow... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 The Jared Kushner story was uncovered more than a decade ago by
Daniel Golden, who showcased it in his 2006 book, “The Price of Admission,” a
definitive account of the strings pulled by rich families like Kushner’s. Jared did
get into Harvard, despite grades and test scores that were, according to Golden’s
reporting, well below what Harvard typically wants. 
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3-13-2019 Dr. Jared Kushner MD. Dr. Ivnaka MD they will not play Doctor to
Humanity let alone get a MD for others but their best friends in Saudi Arabia.
The former head coach of the women’s soccer team at Yale pleaded guilty almost a
year ago and became a cooperating witness who helped federal prosecutors gather
evidence against others. The Yale MD professor will help the fed's with Doctors
from Saudi Arabia who bribed and cheated to become a MD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 NY Times and Washington Post; The spell that some of these News
Papers cast over applicants and their families — and the magic attributed to them
— are absurd. But they are indeed part of an infrastructure of perks and
packaging that isn’t uniformly accessible in what is news for the front page of the
NY Times. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's need a bribe to make the front page of the
Washington Post. Oh Prince Salman already paid this bribe to keep the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's off the front pages of the NY Times and Washington Post. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Boeing grounds the 737 Super-Max that can fly into Orbit for 14
minutes then land in Paris!! "Boeing Flights Grounded Across the Globe, but Not in
the U.S. Boeing’s chief made a personal appeal to President Trump, calling from
Chicago to express his confidence in the safety of the company’s 737 Max 8 jets."
By DAVID GELLES, THOMAS KAPLAN, KENNETH P. VOGEL and NATALIE
KITROEFF 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 'Jets' who reinvented the 'Jet Engine' in Star Wars History? No this
is not a 1 Click Amazon link to IP invention projects, someone called Trump to
prevent this crash. 
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3-13-2019 This should have been Freedom Towers Medical School's Billion Dollar
Hospital. "A brand-new vertical retail palace — don’t call it a mall — opens at
Hudson Yards, New York’s biggest, shiniest new multi-billion-dollar development.
Will crowds follow?" Cheney will cut in front of the line for second heart
transplant... grin. By MATTHEW SCHNEIER When the retail complex is fully open,
Related projects that it will see 60,000 visitors per day, patients a day getting
eyes, ears, heart checked for triple bypass surgery. Oh and 60K blood test every
day. Saks Fifth Avenue, one of Brookfield’s anchor tenants, closed its 86,000-
square-foot women’s store after a mere two years as they didn't offer Breast-
Ovary cancer screening. One of the few successful malls in Manhattan is a Related
property, the Shops at Columbus Circle at the Time Warner Center, anchored by a
Whole Foods and an Equinox gym below street level and tethered to high-end
condos above. Whole Foods with treadmill desk are coming. Bill and Melinda Gates
have a second home in Dubai. “I used to go to Dubai a lot,” said Sally
Hershberger, whose salon is on the ground floor of the complex. “This is really
Dubai for me, but better, because I can walk there. I don’t have to schlep all the
way to Dubai to get that kind of energy.” Bill and Melinda Gates socializing in
Dubai to get Oil fueled energy for so many decades and free tickets to the Mecca
Beheading, grin! Asked about how to keep Hudson Yards humming well into the
future, Mr. Himmel said it would now be up to his tenants to draw their customers.
Bill and Melinda Gates don't need the Dentists but some of the 60K a day will.
Same for the Hudson Yards Starbucks with iMac's at every table with genius
tutors who make $100K a year more than the Starbucks Barista. $$$. No Bill and
Melinda Gates refused to hire Genius Tutors for Win 10. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 FBI agents failed to get into a Medical School... "Here’s How the
F.B.I. Says Parents Cheated to Get Their Kids Into Elite Colleges" "Excerpts from
the indictment show how far wealthy parents were willing to go. By THE NEW
YORK TIMES 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 Tech @ NY Times. "How to Choose Between Wired and Wireless
Charging by Wirecutter." Neither choose star wars iPod size GE electric generator
you can plug in all your GE appliances and of course the MacBook Pro with a GE
electric generator not a battery. ASK if NASA is using batteries or GE micro
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electric generators! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
3-13-2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence Boeing spent millions of hours building the 737
Max 8 instead of a Boeing Plane that could fly NASA cosmonauts into orbit and the
Space Station. In 2010 if Greg can influence and invent; Boeing will replace the
737 Max 8 with a 737 that can fly into orbit for 15 minutes then land in Paris.
Putin was influenced not to build a Russian 737 that could fly into orbit by Prince
Salman's Oil Riches! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence if Stalin had a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would
he buy one for every Russian with $777 Trillion he confiscated from Prince Salman
and Mecca? Hell Yes $$$! What would Putin-Trump buy people when they
confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman for bone saw war crimes... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence; BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan — More than a half-
century ago, the launch site here became the first place to send humans into
space. It is still our main route to the heavens, at least for now. 
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Putin was influenced not to build a Russian 737 that could fly into orbit by Prince
Salman's Oil Riches! 

  
 
 
3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence Oil - Pompeo Accuses Cuba and Russia of
Propping Up Venezuelan Ruler. Pompeo is Propping Up Prince Salman after the Bone
Saw Murders, yes there were more than one bone saw murder and Pompeo knows
this. Taliban Wipe Out an Afghan Army Company While Talking Peace With the
U.S. Steve Jobs was here before the taliban, Pompeo, refused to fight the war on
cancer. 95 million Steve Jobs have died in this war Pompeo refused to fight in.
After they found the Trump Con of gas stations Trump Finds Personal Rapport Goes
Only So Far With Xi and Kim who are influenced by the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
and building the gravity engine before Trump can con them out of the idea of
inventing this. Houston Voted to Raise Firefighters’ Pay. Now the Mayor Says 400
Could Be Laid Off. Inventions and Influence the iPhone Max as a Smoke Detector
will end gas stations on Earth, will it will end fires on Earth, influence of inventions
in iPhone Max IA apps for fire prevention the home owner and the t shirt
warehouse will know of a fire 30 minutes before it starts with AI app and iPhone
Max smoke detectors made for Star Wars Society. Crazy Jew in Trump Towers as
there are other Crazy Jews renting in Trump Towers who need AI fire prevent
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app. When Sheriffs Say No: Disputes Erupt Over Enforcements for Prince
Salman's profits at New Gas Stations when they know about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Everyone knows about gas stations and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
Impeaching Trump Is ‘Not Worth It,’ Nancy Pelosi Says. Nancy is thinking about
her Secret Swiss Bank account from Prince Salman, is ir worth it if the Swiss are
influenced to publish it $$$ in the NY Times or on a Amazon Book all the secret
Swiss Bank Accounts from Saudi Arabia. The Asia Massage Parlor just opened at
Mar-a-Lago. When Sheriffs Say No: Disputes Erupt about plans to visit the Asian
Massage at Mar-a-Lago. USA dealing with widespread power failures Asian
Massage, Florida Lotto, 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence AI iPhone Max stroke, heart attack, cardiac
arrest all 30 minutes before they happen with AI. This invention project didn't
influence the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ today. Amazon didn't add 1 Click links to
this invention project yet... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Key West Student Break @ the Hemingway House Writing Class... next
year when the Yale Key West Medical School is also open for Student Break. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Russian Writers at the Hemingway House Writing Class all came back
from the Dead and write a Novel. Near the end of March, Ms. Hargrave is off to
Baltimore, for the annual Unpub convention, where hundreds of designers and
thousands of gamer's spend the weekend play testing games in various stages of
undone. Ms. Hargrave had an idea for a game about mushrooms, but she thought
instead she might test a game about a Russian Writers all dead who came back
from the dead in AI and write a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on
iMac's and apps. 
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3-12-2019 This NY Times article should have been about How Prince Salman after
9/11 bought and paid for NYC buildings, corporations, and Movies he wanted made
on the side. Yes Disney too. "How the Superrich Leave Their Mark on New York"
"Tuesday: Buildings, roads and parks have all been shaped by the very wealthy. By
AZI PAYBARAH 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Influence on NYC after 9/11 if the Freedom Towers was a Yale
Medical School. Prince Salman along with Trump and Bloomsburg killed the idea of
Freed Towers Medical school. Influences this; Measles Outbreak: N.Y. Lawmakers
Want to Let Teenagers Get Vaccines, Even if Parents Say No. With low inoculation
rates in some communities, a bill sponsor said New York was “on the verge of a
public health crisis.” 95 Million Steve Jobs have died from cancers since 9/11.
This is the influence of Salman, Trump, Bloomsburg, NY Times editorials. 100 kids
died from Whooping cough in 2019 and didn't make the front page. Influence!
Social Cancer at the NY Times. NY Times influence on AI. "Why A.I. Without
Humans Will Not Solve Our Problems" By Katherine Maher Ms. Maher is the chief
executive of the Wikimedia Foundation. Social cancer by the times as AI fire
prevention app was not written up. No she will not get fired. Fire!!! Houston Voted
to Raise Firefighters’ Pay. Now the Mayor Says 400 Could Be Laid Off. Inventions
and Influence the iPhone Max as a Smoke Detector will end gas stations on Earth,
will it will end fires on Earth, influence of inventions in iPhone Max IA apps for
fire prevention the home owner and the t shirt warehouse will now of a fire 30
minutes before it starts with AI app and iPhone Max smoke detectors made for
Star Wars Society. Crazy Jew in Trump Towers as there are other Crazy Jews
renting in Trump Towers who need AI fire prevent app. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Suppose We Dissect Time and let the CERN scientists say Time is
Forever, it will never end! This AI headlines will enlighten and advance intelligence
as we are in the Dark Ages today if you read the front page of the NY Times and
Washington Post! 
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3-12-2019 U.S. Woman Mired in Saudi Arabia Is Granted Legal Saudi Residency 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Mecca Beheading videos 700 in 2019 watched by the N.R.A. Leaders.
Some leaders are questioning its very purpose of a Trump-Ivanka Bed and
Breakfast guest ordering 700 beheading in public in Mecca for decades in hidden
videos as the top brass at the Pentagon protected Prince Salman's killings for oil
revenues of $777 Trillion making Mecca the richest city on Earth all from gas
stations hold ups in Miami, Cuba. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 The Victims of the Ethiopia Plane Crash... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 The Victims of the 700 Beheadings in Mecca today are censored by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 The Victims of the Ethiopia Plane Crash... not Mecca as this news is
not News! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Some Boeing 737s Are Being Grounded. Here’s What That Means in
Mecca and at the beheading today. Some leaders are questioning its very purpose
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of a Trump-Ivanka Bed and Breakfast guest from Mecca killing so many innocent
people dinning with the Trump's. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 "How the Internet Travels Across Oceans" By ADAM SATARIANO,
KARL RUSSELL, TROY GRIGGS, BLACKI MIGLIOZZI and CHANG W. LEE How the
Internet Travels Across the Bottoms of the Oceans via Cable is a great article on
what happen to fiber optics networks we watched them dig up the streets for
decades ago. Yes your Comcast Business Internet for $140 a month with the glass
fiber you plug in your computer is linked to the other sides of the Oceans. Now its
time to link the Near by Stars all the way to Sirius with laser cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 "Egypt Looks to Offshore Gas Field for Growth and Influence" By
CLIFFORD KRAUSS and DECLAN WALSH Prince Salman since 9/11 has influenced
gas station construction when the USA should have been influenced by NASA
construction of 100's of Super Shuttle Trains then we could visit all the Aliens who
built the Pyramids, grin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-12-2019 Paul Krugman has been an Opinion columnist since 2000 and is also a
Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He
won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his work on
international trade and economic geography. @PaulKrugman. "The Power of Petty
Personal Rage" Plastic Straws not beheadings in Mecca over petty personal laws in
Islam. The Power to write a article in the NY Times and not to influence Trump
into stopping 700 personal petty islamic laws is a social cancer this writer has.
Plastic Straws and Movie reviews for “Captain Marvel,” starring Brie Larson. When
islam personal petty Rage will get someones head or hand cut off today. Was Paul
censored? And what was the source of his rage? The observation that dishwasher
detergent doesn’t work quite as well without the phosphates. Star Wars dishwaher
and washing machines don't use soap as we know soap today. Paul invent something
to write. Rage in Jimmy Carter over the Rich Russian Oil Men and Prince Salman,
Jimmy calls them Oil Gods and said they will go to hell. Petty rage by Jimmy
Carter. Spurred by the sale of a $238 million penthouse, New York lawmakers are
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backing a tax on luxury second homes. Petty Rage of NY Lawmakers who know what
they would buy people when the President confiscates $777 Trillion from Prince
Salman. A 2019 Ford WindmillRV Home. Millions in NY with Comcast Satellite's.
The New York attorney general’s office issued subpoenas to two banks for records
related to Trump Organization projects... Records of Trump's Swiss Bank
Accounts, yes Trump + Ivanka both have a Secret Swiss Bank Account $$$! 

  
 
 
 
3-12-2019 "Measles Is Making a Comeback. Here’s How to Stop It." By THE
EDITORIAL BOARD, TAIGE JENSEN, JENN LYON and JOEY ABISSO Ivanka has
3 kids did she make their vaccinations front page on the NY Times? Brad Pitt has
8 or 10 did any get a vaccine with thier famous mom? Other vaccine-preventable
diseases, including diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis... and if you work at the
Pentagon several other vaccines your have to get or get fired. Amazon 1 Click IP
invention projects to add vaccines to the drinking water is not up and running as it
didn't influence anyone at the Pentagon. Senator Rand Paul, a medical doctor,
should be fired by the AMA. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and Gina at the CIA must
influence the AMA to say you are fired to MD's who give misdiagnosis about
vaccines and don't work to invent vaccines in the drinking water. Star Wars Disney
Movie, how this was invented. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 USA is Mired in Saudi Arabia In a War Crimes Status of Well Oiled
$$$ Bone Saw's in Trumps + his Generals hands and minds full of Greed for
spending $777 Trillion on MIT War Toys instead of anit missiles for Tornados and
Hurricanes, Lightning. Going 400 times faster than the speed of light. This is
Mired! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 The fate of a second suspect in the case, Dan Thi Anti, 30, of
Vietnam, remained uncertain. The fate of Humanity is uncertain with Vietnam
hosting Kim-Trump without the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Dan Thi Huang and
others!! Fate of Vietnam Mired in Mecca. Hanoi will never be as rich as Mecca
because of the USA . Duped into Oil + Gas War Crimes in Vietnam. The two women
were accused of killing Mr. Kim by smearing VX nerve agent on his face at Kuala
Lumpur International Airport as he prepared to leave the country in February
2017. After their arrest, they said that they were duped into committing the
killing and thought they were participating in a harmless prank for a reality
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television show. Both women potentially faced the death penalty. Vietnam has been
Duped into being poorer than Mecca and Qatar via the USA Oil interest in earning
another $777 Trillion. Kim would rather use Nukes than WindmillCAR to win the
War, same as Trump. Kim Jong-un was widely believed to have ordered the
assassination of his elder half brother. “This issue was brought up at every
bilateral meeting at every level from the president down to the ministerial level,”
the embassy statement said." This issue of Poor Hanoi and Riches beyond belief in
Mecca and Qatar via Oil. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders on the
leadership in Vietnam and Mecca, read this in the NY Times. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff Generals in the USA are the ones gave Mecca the Godsent 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's riches $$$. And clean air, grin. Ivanka is traumatized by the riches
beyond belief of Mecca as Manhattan should be the richest City on Earth. Ivanka
She was deceived and used by North Korean intelligence, Prince Salman Duped her
into helping make Mecca and Qatar rich! Plead for Manhattan after the 9/11
attack by Saudi Arabia citizen who profited from this attack and were given 1
million new gas stations in China by Trump-Salman since 9/11 when sanctions on gas
station world wide would today be finally. No Gas Stations in Manhattan by 9/11
attack and world wide. World’s highest-level decision-making body looking over
sanctions on gas stations over 9/11. As WindmillCAR's would have prevented 9/11
with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR the Jimmy Carter Model that Jimmy Drove into
the Pentagons garage. A War Crime! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 In the Lion Air crash, officials are investigating whether changes to
the Max 8’s automatic controls might have sent that flight into an unrecoverable
nose dive. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 Pentagon Generals into Oil in an unrecoverable nose dive... destroying
the Earth via Pollution and MIT War Toys bought with riches of oil. Lion Air
plane’s abrupt nose-dive may have been caused by updated Boeing software that is
meant to prevent a stall but that can send the plane into a fatal descent if the
altitude and angle information being fed into the computer system is incorrect.
This reads like the fatal descent of the fiery wrecks the Top Brass drive by in
Monday traffic without stopping to help put out oil and gas. Pope Francis on his
hands and knees begs God for forgiveness every time a Bishop drives by a fiery
wreck in Rome. No one is sane with $777 Trillion in the Saudi-Swiss Bank. 
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3-11-2019 Breast Cancer Cure Rx Recipe Era Wanes as the girls pull into gas
stations that are being robbed... and they realize the gas station is 'Pink' and
they have been robbed of the Rx Pink Recipe for the cure of all breast-ovary
cancer in every stage in 8 days as the Pentagon Generals will not allow Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer into the Los Alamos Lab. Reading aloud the secret file on the cover
of Greg's Amazon Book written at Los Alamos you can hear Oppenheimer refusing
to build H-Bombs in Truman's White House Key West. Pink House after they hire
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD the White House will be painted Pink for Victory lost by
H-Bombs makers. Our Times at Los Alamos and Starbucks with iMac's at every
table. $500 million dollar IBM Summit Super Computer Simulations for the mass of
Humanity not just Oppenheimer making H-Bombs. The Russian who won a Nobel in
Physics for computers could build a H-Bomb and take it apart for the fun of doing
it right, grin. Getting this wrong would have lost him his Nobel in Physics, ha.
Forces driving the public toward unhealthy lifestyles, read aloud the secret file on
Greg's Amazon book written at Los Alamos. Pink Los Alamos lab building can be
painted, you would think Gina would be buying the Pink Paint for CIA HQ too. Blunt
Trumps Pink Sanctions on Los Alamos Lab. Gina!! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 Nuke Afghanistan!! "13 Civilians Reported Killed in U.S. Airstrikes in
Afghanistan. Two houses were struck, leaving nine children dead, a tribal elder
said. The United States said the target was a Taliban operations center." By
ZABIHULLAH GHAZI and FAHIM ABED 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 Will Gina Nuke Afghanistan then paint it Pink, for all the Women? 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-11-2019 "Pink plumage of a flamingo — “gorgeous at a distance and bizarre up
close” Birds “Crazy bills get me thinking Invention Projects spin off's!” Can we ever
get this as a super computer simulation in a $500 million dollar IBM Summit, no not


